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All expression, for radial flow velocity'of gaseous materials from the 
nucleus of our Galaxy, has been derived. It is found that mainly the 
gravitational force has the capability of controlling this flow. It 
is suggested that an accelerating mechanism (most probably nuclear 
explosion) caused the %-kpc arm to move. Using the values of different 
parameters it is concluded that 3-ifcpc arm started its jouniey at about 
12 million years ago with the velocity 234 im/is., but afterwards mainly 
du(‘. to gravitational puli its velocity has been reduced to 53 kmjs at 
the present time.
1. Introduction
The origin and maintenance of radial flow of gas (ionised and nonionised) from 
the nucleus of our Galaxy are very important but undecided problems of today. 
The radial (outward) gas flow has a significant role in the formatign and evolution 
of the structure of the Galaxy. It directly associates itself with the gas dis­
tribution in the region (1-4) kpe from the centre, and also with the mass content 
of the nucleus (Woltjer 1965, Keer & Westerhout 1905, Oort 1971).
The gas flow can bo described upto a very good approximation by the fluid 
equation, namely,
p[dldt+{vA)]v -  -^p-p^(f>-{l|Sn))^B^+{^|47T){BA)B, ... (1)
where p is fluid velocity, B the magnetic field, p the density, p  the gas pressure and 
0 the gravitational potential. Furthermore, the pressure p  is related with the 
density through the relation.
p  =  OoV •” (2)
being the sound speed. As we know, in general, the complete description 
el the fluid flow requires two more equations, namely equation of continuity 
and the field equation (Spitzer 1968, Woltjer 1965). However, in the present 
paper we have not used the last two equations. Making some assumptions we 
have obtained the expresaion for radial flow.
Many authors (Woltjer 1965, van der Kruit 1970, Oort 1971) have put 
forward a convincing physical model o f expanding Z-hpe arm of our Galaxy.
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According to them an explosion in the nucleus of Galaxy about 13 million years 
ago is the source of present expanding arms at 3 kpc. The present analysis 
desires to put more or leas similar model of the 3-ipc expanding arms, using tho 
basic fluid equation. Using the numerical values of the parameters involved 
wo have simplified tl o^ momentum equation and found that mainly it is the 
gravitation which determines the expansion of the arm. Eventually wo are 
led to conclude that the 3-A;pc arm obtained its present day expansion velocity 
by some accelerating mechanism (may be nuclear expansion) which occurred 
12 million years ago, before producing an initial velocity 234 kmjs. Afterwards, 
the said arm has been decelerated uptill now so that tho velocity of the arm has 
now become 53 km/if.
2, S im p l if ic a t io n  o f  t h e  B asic  E q u a t io n
Let us consider the physical situation where the motion is mainly concen­
trated on a (r—6^) plane. Further let us assume that
(A) all the field variables are radially symmetric.
Then we have from eq. (1)
dVf
^  dr \ ^ dr)
B g dBg
4np dr ' (:m i
dt ^   ^ dr \np dr '
(3.2)
where the subscript r and 9 denote the component in those directions respectively.
We now make some assumptions (required by the physical conditions of tho 
medium considered in the present paper, see next section), namely
(B) The temporal variation o f the velocity is much greater than the spatial 
variation of the same, so that,
dvjdt >  >  vdvjdr.
(C) The spatial variation of the magnetic field is much smaller than the 
spatial variation of other parameters like p and 4 .^
Therefore, eqs, (3.1) and (3.2) reduce to
dVfjdt =  —/>~^((/Q*d/>/dr+pd /^dr), ... (4.1)
V0 =  constant (independent of time). ... (4.2)
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Tf now we assume that
(D) the parameters p, (7„, 0, and their derivatives remain constant in a time 
interval [0, then we have
Vq =  Constant.
(6.1)
(5.2)
The most important (and relevant to our present discussion) point regarding 
rJio velocity of the above motion is that it is only radial velocity which increases 
with time in the medium where both denai|y and potential decreases spatially 
as the distance from the centre increases.
3. R ad ial  F lo w  in  3-kpc Aem of Our Ga l a x y
Almost all the observations so far made have led us to believe that in a 
galactic plane the motion and density upto the region of 3-fc^o arm are almost 
ladially symmetric. Therefore, the assumption (A) may be safely valid at (1--4) 
kpc from the Galactic centre.
There are very good observational reports, still believed to be correct, put 
forward by Rougoor & Oort (1960). According to th.om tj^ c radial flow of gas 
wt^ ll inside the Z-lcpc arm (say, at I Icpo region) is ^^150 km socr ,^ and at 3 kpc 
arm it is ~ 5 3  km sec^. Therefore, at 3-ipc region we can take approximately
Vr
dVf
dr ' ^ ~  ® ^ 10-»(C.G.S. unit).
Further, it is auggesticd by many authors that th« 3-Jkjoc arm is being accelerated 
(Woltjer 1965). According to the present author this may be very useful 
suggestion. We assume that the temporal variation of radial flow i.s much 
greater than 8xl0~* (C.G.S. unit) i.o..
dv_~sr »  8xl0-»(C.G.S).
TJiis moans that if T  is the characteristic time of variation of radial volocita Vr, 
then
T < <  VfX 10®/8 ~  2x10 ’  yrs.
I’hus the assumption that radial flow velocity changes over the time period 
which is much leas than 20 million years, is equivalent to the assumption (B) 
already made in deriving the relation (51).
It is suggested for the maintenance of the gas flow from the centre that the 
magnetic field strength may bo of the order 8x10-® gauss insSde in nucleus 
and 5x10'® gauss in the central region (1-4) kpc, and 2x10"® gauss near locaj
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region (Woltjer 1965). The actual obsorvationH reveal a definite weaker 
field strength on the Galactic disk ~ ( 3 —5)xn)~® gauss (Parker 1970). Apart 
from the magnitude of the weak field strength one must note that the spatial 
variation of the magnetic field is too small to be encountered. Let us assume 
that inside the central region (1-4) /bpr., the variation of the field strength is 
~ 2  X 10~* gauss kpc., and the field strength is ^ 5  X 10^ ® gauss. Then the third 
term on the r.h.s. of eq. (3.1) or first term on the r.h.s. of oq. (3.2) is ~ 2 -5  x 10'»‘^ 
(C.G.S.).
According to Schmidt’s model (1965) the density variation is given by the 
curve (figure 1). The slope of the curve [p—r) at about 3-4 kpc is givim by 
density
a /)/d r~ M 5 x lO -^ " (C.G.S.).
R<lf pc)
Fig. 1. Density curve (Unit of vertical length =  0 . 2  x 1 0 ® M0 Kpc""®)
The gaseous mat/orial flowing radially in the Z-hpc arm are supposed to bo 
partially non-ionised (H-I) and partially ionised (H-IT). The sound speed for 
the H -I region and H -II region may be taken as 1*2 kmsec'^ and 14 km.sec"  ^
respectively (Kaplan 1966). Therefore,
dr { "  I  2-7xlO-»<(forH-I)2xlO-»*(forH-II).
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We can observe, therefore, that for H-T region the first and third terms of r.h.s. 
of cq. (3.1) arc of same order. So that we can omit the third term by simply 
making the first term double. However, for H-TT region the third term on the 
r.h.s. of oq. (3.1) may bo neglected.
Thus, if the parameters Cq, p, <j> are constant in a time interval, the radial 
velocity in the 3-fcpc region is given by, from (5.1),
... (0.1) 
... (6.2)PrI
p-^{2 C^^dpjdr-\pd^ldr)t
p-- {^C„^dpldr+'pd4>ldr)t
(for H-T region) 
(fair H-TT region).
It-is suggested by many authors (Burbigo & Hoyle 1963, Woltjor 1965, van 
dor Kruit 1970, Oort 1971) that the outward radial gas motion in Z-Jcpc arm 
can be explained if we take it to be granted that an explosion had occurred inside 
the nucleus at about. 13 million years ago, and that stage lasted about a million 
years. Lot us Suppose that the present density and potential distribution remained 
eoristant throughout 12 gillion j'oars. Then the first parts of the expression 
(6.1) and (6.2) give
|vr| ~  0-014 kg/s (for H-T)
IV,. 1 ~  1-000 km/s (for H-IT)
clearly these results arc much less than the observed radial velocity (<^o3 ng/s) 
of the 3-kpc arm. Therefore, for the particular case we are considering, the 
radial velocity is given by, from cq, (5.1),
for both H-T and H-IT regions. Now, d<j)jdr ropreaonts the force of attractiog 
oil the moving majis clement of unit mass due to other maHSes. The spiral arms 
outside arm are eooparatively at larger distances than the distances wliere 
uiasses of the region (0-3) kpc arc present. Furthermore, the amount ol maas 
contained Avithin this region may be taken as 20% of the total mass of the Galaxy 
(see the discussion at the end of this section). Therefore tlie principal contribu­
tion to the force of attraction exerted on 3-fcpc are is due to the mass present 
in the region (0-3) kpc. Let this mass be denoted by M. Then the radial 
velocity is give by
-  Vro-tCMIR\ ( )^
wliere It is the distagee of the moving mass element from the Galactic centre. 
In general, this formula may be useful for finding out the radial velocity whore 
the gravitational force has predominating role. Since the gravitat,on is very 
eifective in all astrophysical situations one can exbect that formula (8) will 
be able to enplain the radial flow of the gaseous material. liOt us now return to
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our original problem of finding out the radial velocity of 3-irj9C arm (fsituated at. 
about 3*4 kpc). From eq. (8), it is given by
Vrt X
Taking, t — 12x10® yrs., we obtain
(C.G.S. unit).
Vrt Vro*-2-28x lO-^W (C.G.S. unit).
(9)
( 10)
One can find that the radial velocity of 3-ipc arm can be determined if one knows 
the amount of mass which exerts gravitational, force on it. Lei us suppose that 
this amount of mass bo 20% of the total mass of the Galaxy (i.c., i l /~ 8 x l0 ^ ^  
gms), then
Vrt^ -1*81x107) [C.G.S. unit].
It is to bo noted tliat the mass of the nuclear disk of radius ( ~  20 pc) is ~3*10*  ^71/,> 
(Woltjer 1965» Oort 1971). The mass of the central mass point of radius 500 pr 
is often taken as 3.5% of the total mass of the Galaxy, and that of tlie splua-oid 
of radius ^lOkpc is taken as 41 % of the total mass of the Galaxy (Sclimidt 1905). 
Therefore, it will bo quite logical to take the mass of the material which being 
situated inside the Skpc arm, and being capable of exerting gravitational forces, 
as 20% of tlxo total mass of the Galaxy.
4. DlSCUSf?TONS
van der lOiiit (1970) suggested that the location and radial outward motion oi 
the "i-kpe arm could be explained if about 13 million years ago gas was expelled 
from the nucleus at angles between 25  ^ and 30*^  with the galactic plane, with 
velocities wliich at R 100 pc were about 500 km.sec~h A considerable part 
of this gas V ould at tlie present time have fallen back to the galactic plane betwtum
3-4 kpc from the centre and have been decelerated by th(!^  original quiesc^ont gas 
layer, so that the outward radial component has become about 60 km/s.
In the tluiory prcsonte<i hero we have shown that if the density and potential 
distribution does not change appreciably throughout last 12 million years th('U 
the radial velocity of S-kpc arm at present is given by
Vrt =  (Vrp—181) km.sec,~i
whore I'be initial radial velocity expressed in km/s. It is evident therefore, 
that to have a radial velocity about 53 km/s at the present time, the Z-kpc arm 
might have a initial velocity 234 km/s. It is important to note that Woltjor
(1965) suggested roughly an initial velocity 250 km/s with which the 3-i|pcarfn 
had started its journey at about 10’  years ago, which has close resemblance with 
the numerial values obtained by the present author. Thus we are led to conclude^  
that at about 12 million years ago there was a mechanism which caused the
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i-kpc arm to move with initial velocity 234 km/s. Ojui might have tioon in the 
])roviou8 lection that the magnetic field or deiLsity gradu^nt cannot affect the 
radiaJ motion of S^kpc arm Hignific a^ntly. Ft is only the gravitation vvhic3\ is able 
to reduce this velocity effectively so that the i^rt^ senl day radial velocity has 
become 63 km/s. Tt is to bo noted that in the Sch(miatical model proposed 
by van dor Kruit (1970) it was assumed that once the gases aj<'. outside the sphere 
oi‘ radius 100 pc the motion of them would be gov(U’ii(^ d solely by the gravita­
tional, field upto the time when they fall into tlie galacjtic layer. According 
to our analysis (eq. 7) the radial motion of the S-kpc arm is still being govcsrned 
mainly by gravitational force of the maialB intorioi* to tlu^  spiral arm, during 
last 12 million years.
5. D e t e r m in a t io n  oe  th e  M ass  of th e  System
Throughout the above discussion one might have notic(^d lj),at the maximum 
uncertainty lies in the numerical values of ilf (the amount of mass exerting gravita­
tional force) and I (duration of time so long as tlie basic distribution of density 
and potential remains unaltered). Therefore, sometimes it may b(^  worthwhile 
to determine M  or t because the other parametcvrs are, in general, can bo deter­
mined from experimental observations. In particular the mass determination 
is a very important problem. There are some standard met]i,ods c)f* d(‘4.ormining 
tiio mass of the Galaxies (Schmidt 1965, Basu Roy 1973). One can o]>sorvo 
tliat if the physical conditions are such that all the assumptions (A) to (I)) hold 
good, and further if the gravitational forc<^  lias the prodominating role on the 
mass motion then from (4.1) wo can write
M  =  (R^IG) (dv Idi), ( 10)
Therefore, if the non-vanishing radial acceleration component is determined 
then the total amount of mass which exerts gravitational force on the moving 
mass, can be found out from (5q. (10). However, we desire to discuss this 
problem in a different paper.
6. C onclusions
It is realis<ed that the complete interpretations of the equations derived, have 
not been given. We have concentrated oursolvea only to the problem of finding 
the radial gas flow.
Due to large amount of uncertainty the numerical estimations may have to 
1)0 modified. But still the formulae seems to be very useful to explain the radial 
gas flow upto a good approximation.
The origin and maintenance of large scale spiral structure of Galaxy are 
'^ory important problems. The maintenance problem, however, is satisfactorily 
solved by density wave theory (Lin, Yuan & Shu 1969). In connection
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with the present paper it may be worthwhile to mention that the origin of larges 
scale spiral structure may have some good correlations with the explosion and 
radial flow from tho nucleus, which occurred about 12 million years ago. For 
example, it may be interesting to investigate whethei' the gravitational disturb­
ances produced due to said explosion have any role in determining the spiral 
structure.
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